
The Intelligent  
Portfolio Risk  
Engine 

Be Tactical & Strategic

Today’s carriers have plenty of data, all in the pursuit of making more 

informed and impactful choices to build a healthy combined ratio. But 

data about policies, from public records, of the weather forecast and 

of critical property attributes are all far less powerful apart than if they 

were united. 

With Arturo, now you can visualize your risk at a given moment across 

the policy lifecycle, enabling a robust pipeline of new policies,  

decreased costs with claims payouts and ultimately a strong portfolio. 

This dynamic, role-based portfolio management solution can help you 

make both tactical and strategic decisions with intelligence.

SEGMENT WITH  
INTELLIGENCE

•   Parse your portfolio intelligenly, by type of 

policy, claim or characteristic

•   Filter and analyze roof condition on the 

macro and micro scale

MONITOR WITH  
INTELLIGENCE

•   Detect changes in property attributes to 

reduce premium leakage

•   Uncover localized patterns, compare and 

refine the propesity of risk

MANAGE WITH  
INTELLIGENCE

•   Execute targeted communications for  

proactive policyholder risk mitigation

•   Estimate costs based on material type, area 

and frequency in a region

RESPOND WITH  
INTELLIGENCE

•   Leverage gray sky imagery to compare  

before-and-after damage of insured  

property

•   Prioritize and triage claims after a natural 

catastrophe

Discover Turnkey Insights

With Arturo, you don’t have to be a data scientist to leverage the  

power of AI across your book. With easy analysis and customized 

views, pairing Arturo’s property analytics against your portfolio can 

yield deep insights. 

• Automated renewals

• Premium coverage optimization

• Proactive risk mitigation and home health checks

• Claims triage and peril response

• Estimate material costs

• Loss analysis and resilience

Decide with intelligence. arturo.ai



GO HEAD-TO-HEAD WITH CLIMATE 
CHANGE

Adequately preparing for disaster mandates  

understanding a book’s vulnerability — and what that 

means for capital reserves, for resourcing, for risk  

selection. It also demands a new level of response,  

before, during, and after a natural catastrophe. 

With the ability to pair your portfolio against our  

property intelligence, you can prioritize and triage for 

what needs attention, be it a rash of claims from a  

natural disaster, a swath of homes that are underinsured 

for their severity or anything in between.

Contact sales@arturo.ai for more information or visit  
info.arturo.ai/portfolio-engine to learn more. 

GLEAN POWERFUL INSIGHTS WITH 
ARTURO INTELLIGENCE

Now, you can ladder up structure information, like 

roof materials, solar panel count and more. With this 

aggregated analysis, you can plan at the local level, 

sending out targeted communications to  

policyholders to incentivize better behavior. You can 

also better prepare and capitalize for potential costs 

around claims. 

ADDRESS ANY PROBLEMS, BIG OR 
SMALL

Our solutions add value and impact to every  

department, including underwriting, claims, portfolio 

risk management, marketing and product development. 

Our origin as a company developed inside of American 

Family Insurance sets us apart. We know your business 

like the back of our hand — because we were once part 

of it. Today, Arturo continues to build solutions with 

your success in mind.  

Decide with intelligence. arturo.ai


